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PENNOCK POINT – REDDICK, FLORIDA

Hosted by Sandi Lieb

The keuring at Pennock point was starting early due to expected hot weather
conditions, but a shower in the morning cooled it down.
Best adult jumper was G. Cantanita S (Canturo x Ahsianita M2W by Ulysses M2S; bred
by Sakura Hill Farm LLC, owned by Michele and Makoto Sakurai) who showed her
powerful canter and quick reflexes in her jumping IBOP. She can improve on her
rideability but she is very eager to jump, with quick front leg technique and good scope.
This all combined with her good overview makes her a talented jumping horse and
provided her a high score of 79.5 in the IBOP.
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G. Cantanita S

Today G. Cantanita also received her keur eligible and with the passing of
the IBOP combined with her PROK predicate G Cantanita S ended the day
an Elite mare.

Hype (Cubito x Available Action by Acorado; o/b My Weber) was the
highest place mare in the Claybrook Farms Cup.
Best jumper foal was the elegant, well-proportioned son of Carambole,
named Kasteel (d. Palotti VDL elite sport/sp by Indoctro pref; o/b Matty
O’Rourke). His jumper type plus his light-footed and balanced canter
makes him an interesting and promising prospect. The well-muscled and
powerful colt Kool Bleuzeus received second place in this group of jumper foals.

Harrison VZ

Godelieve w(Ampère x Aurora 1 sport/dr by Jazz pref; o/b Susan Mitchell) was
presented in the dressage IBOP. This light-footed and supple mare has a good
workability and attitude. Combined with her good posture, she received a
total score of 75 to pass her IBOP. Godelieve also earned her ster and later
received her keur predicate.
High point adult dressage horse was the tall gelding Harrison VZ (Idocus
crown x Versailles ster by Ferro pref; o/b Danielle Farr-Veasy). This very
elegant gelding impressed the judges with his balanced and expressive
canter. The trot is correct with good leg technique, but could have more
length of stride, show more suspension and power.

The yearling dressage gelding Jac VZ (Goodtimes x French Martini vb by Idocus crown;
o/b Danielle Farr-Veasy) also earned a first premium. Jac VZ is well developed and has
a good and correct dressage type. His walk and trot are supple with good
articulation of the joints.

Jac VZ

Best dressage foal was the long lined colt Kourageous (Locksley x Cormorant ster
IBOP PROK by Ferro pref; o/b Lisa Neal). This well -roportioned colt showed good
suspension and length of stride in movement, with uphill tendency. The very
elegant filly Khaleesi von Camelot (Uno Don Diego prok x Selona-ISF ster by Ferro
pref; o/b Daniela Hofacker) placed second. This long-legged filly showed lots of
presence and quality. The trot and canter were supple, but could be somewhat
more powerful. Kaylix PF (Ampère x Zycoon stb by OO Seven keur; b/o Krista
Ziesman) showed good technique and power in movement. This filly is correctly
built but could be more developed.
These remarks are for a snapshot in the lifetime of a horse.
Not all first premium or ster horses are mentioned in “The Reports from the Road”; only those horses that really stand out to the jury.

IBOP

DGB Cup

CBF Cup
Stb/Ster

Yearling
Foals

Jumper
G Cantanita S (Canturo x Ulysses M2S)
Dressage
Godelieve (Ampère x Jazz)
3 yr-olds
Harrison VZ (Idocus x Ferro)
Hazzatango (Jazz x Contango)
4 yr olds
Godelieve (Ampère x Jazz)
3 yr-olds
Hype (Cubito x Acorado)
4 to 7 Dressage Mares
Godelieve (Ampère x Jazz)
Dressage Gelding
Harrison VZ (Idocus x Ferro)
Dressage
Jac VZ (Goodtimes x Idocus)
Jumper
Kasteel (Carambole x Indoctro)
Kool Bluezeus (Bosch Blue x Navarone)
Kassiopeia S (Ahorn x Diamont Rouge II)
Kommandoi S (Diarado x Quidam de Revel)
Dressage
Kourageous (Locksley I x Ferro)
Khaleesi Von Camelot (Uno Don Diego x Ferro)
Kaylix PF (Ampère x OO Seven)
Kindred P (Everdale x Windfall)
Kildare (Netto x Rohdiamant)
Kaliope Von Camelot (Rousseau x Ulysses M2S)
Krystal Doll (Florianus II x Wynton)

Results
79.5
75
73.5
71
74.5
70
Ster
70/75 Keur
Ster
75/75
1st premium
76
st
1 premium
76.5
74
73
72
st
1 premium
77
74.5
74
73
72.5
71.5
70

